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A new branch of artificial intelligence, distributed AI, has
developed in the last years. Topic is the cooperation of AI-systems
which are distributed among different autonomous agents. The
thereby occuring problems extend the traditional AI spectrum r DAI-
relevant topics: Knowledge representation, task-decomposition and
-allocation, interaction and communication, cooperation, coordination
and coherence, organizational models, agent's modelling of other
agents and conflict resolution strategies (e.g. negotiation). First we try
to describe the role of DAI within AI. Then every subsection will take
up one special aspect, illuminate the occurring problems and give
links to solutions proposed in literature. Interlaced into this structure
are sketchy descriptions of a few very prominent and influential DAI
systems. In particular we present the Contract Net Protocol, the
Distributed Vehicle Monitoring Testbed, the Air Traffic Control
problem and the Blackboard Architecture.
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21. Multi-Agent Systems and Distributed Problem
Solving
In the last decade a new branch of AI has developed out of an increasing interest in
concurrency and distribution. It was named Distributed Artificial Intelligence
(DAI) and it is concerned with problem solving by a society of agents. Each agent is
autonomous, which means it has its own behaviour, planning strategies, goals, skills and
so on. Though the idea of autonomous cooperating rational agents in a multi-agent
society is relatively new and far away from coming up with well understood results, (there
are more open questions than appropriate answers; see (Coe88)) there is an increasing
amount of literature (Huh87, BG88, DM90, DM91) and the area is still growing rapidly.
The availability of multicomputers, of networks with many connected processors and new
developed concurrent languages in alliance with an increasing interest in solving large
real world problems, that involve multiple knowledge domains, locally limited resources
and bounded rationality in an asynchronous continuously changing setting form the
major motivations for the DAI research direction. Arm-length relationships and
perceptual inconsistency between local autonomous but interdependent nodes are also
characteristics for typical DAI problems. Take for example a worldwide banking system:
It is in principle not possible to have a complete global view of it and it is running day and
night in a dynamically changing environment. The goal of DAI research is to build an
accurate conceptual model of natural and social systems with the above mentioned typical
problem characteristics. Furthermore, other disciplines related to AI become more
relevant e.g. mathematical game theory, organizational theory in economics, sociology,
linguistics, psychology and cognitive science to mention some of them. Assuming that
intelligence is intrinsically no stand-alone concept, but can only be developed within a
community, DAI research is interested in the cooperative, organized interaction of several
agents and has to take into consideration that the reductionistic viewpoint that agents
form a society has to be extended by the reverse aspect that a society also forms the
agents. To characterize DAI a little bit more precise, we will try to sketch their position
within AI and introduce some usually used terminology.
The following ideas reflect the tenor of (BG88):
Distributed artificial intelligence (DAI) is the subfield of AI, that is concerned with
concurrency  in AI at many levels. DAI branches into the area of Distributed Problem
Solving (DPS), which considers how the work of solving a particular problem can be
divided among a number of cooperating and knowledge-sharing modules or nodes, on the
one hand and into Multi-Agent Systems  (MAS) on the other. In MAS the
coordination of intelligent behaviour of a collection of autonomous intelligent agents is
the main concern. Coordination of knowledge, plans, different skills and actions itself is a
process, that the agents have actively to reason about.
While both of these areas have to deal with the division of knowledge, resources, control
and authority, in DPS we usually have a global conceptual model, global problems and a
3global success criterion, where in MAS we have many local conceptual models, problems
and success criteria. A third area - Parallel Artificial Intelligence (PAI) - stresses more on
performance problems than on conceptual advances and is involved in the development
of parallel computer architectures, parallel languages and algorithms. But a sharp
distinction between these areas could not be drawn as there is still no clear commonly
accepted definition of the term “autonomous cooperating agent”. The following figure
sketches this structure:
DAI:
division of
  -  Knowledge
  -  Resources
  -  Control
  -  Authority
A I
PAI:
 - parallel algorithms
 - concurrent languages
 - parallel architectures
DPS:
 - global conceptual model
 - global problem
 - global success criteria
MAS:
 - many local conceptual models
 - many local problems
 - many local success criteria
 - multi-level coordination
Sometimes the term “Cooperative Distributed Problem Solving” (CDPS) is used for DPS.
Edmund H. Durfee pointed out the following aspect of distinction:
"In CDPS (and DPS), the agents are faced with problems to solve (goals to achieve) that are beyond their
individual capabilities, and so must work together to satisfy their goals. In MA systems, the agents are not
assumed to be facing problems beyond their individual capabilities, but because they share an environment,
they still must deal with issues of coordinating to resolve conflicts between actions or to take advantage of
the actions of others in achieving their goals. In my opinion, the essential characteristic dividing the areas is
not whether the agents have common or distinct goals, but whether or not the goals in whatever form
require collective activity."
Micheal Huhns sees an explicit representation of the goals as a necessary condition for an
agent:
"I distinguish a DPS system from a Multiagent System as follows: a DPS system can consist of multiple
expert systems or multiple knowledge sources (KSs), as in a blackboard-based system. I think of agents as
having an additional characteristic--an explicit representation of their goals. The conventional description
of an agent requires the abilities to perceive, reason, and act. Adding the requirement that goals be
represented enables these goals to then become a subject for their reasoning. To me, the lack of this in most
expert systems is what precludes those systems from being thought of as agents. For example, a thermostat
(which is like an expert system with one rule, and which perceives its environment, reasons about it, and
acts) just doesn't seem to be an intelligent agent, because it can't reason about what it is doing--maintaining
some temperature."
4Another possible dimension of DAI is the adaptivity of a system (BG88, chapter 1), which
means to ask how flexible does the system react to changes in the problem or in its
environment:
PAI usually is only adaptive to temporal  uncertainty, while DPS can handle
uncertainty in the problem solving knowledge. MAS should be able to handle
changing problem solving roles  and even actively construct their coordination
framework.
(BG88) further pointed out, that DAI is engaged in large-grained coordinated intelligent
systems  in contrast to the connectionistic approach recently mainstreamed by (McCR87),
where the explanation of higher-level mental functions on the basis of highly parallel
collections of very simple computing elements is the main concern.
An exact definition of “autonomous cooperating agent” cannot be given, because the
terminology in this area is not as clear as it should be. Depending on the complexity of the
system and the author's taste the terms node  or module  are sometimes used as synonyms
for agent. (BG88) spoke of an agent as a computational process with a single locus of
control and/or “intention”, but they conceded, that this could not be treated as a
definition. To give an introduction I will sketch the main problems and topics of DAI
research interleaved by links to the solutions proposed in the associated literature. Due to
the richness of different aspects and problems most of the existing DAI systems focus on
only a few of these problems. But they all show, that the distribution of knowledge and
behaviour as a new paradigm brings up a different promising view of problem solving
and justifies DAI as a research area worth to be developed further with more research
power.
In the following sections we will glance over current DAI research along the topics of
knowledge representation, task-decomposition and -allocation, interaction and
communication, cooperation, coordination and coherence, organizations, modelling other
agents and the problems of conflict resolution and negotiation. A few prominent DAI
research domains will be introduced in interspersed subsections. The intention is to
introduce the terminology and major problems of DAI, solutions are rare anyway in this
young research direction, and to refer to some interesting and fundamental research
papers.
2. Knowledge Representation (KR)
As in classical AI systems the problem of an appropriate representation of an agents
knowledge occurs also in DAI. Knowledge comprises descriptive knowledge of an
application-domain as well as procedural knowledge in form of algorithms, rules and
operators. Theoretical foundation for almost every KR-formalism is the predicate
calculus . The first step in modelling a domain is to identify and name the relevant objects,
their properties and relations to other objects. Which operations can be performed on
5these objects and how do they change the relations between them? Conventional planning
systems  model their world as a data-base of logical formulas, that describe the world state
and represent operators as sets of preconditions and the associated world changes as add-
and delete-lists. STRIPS (FN71) can be viewed as a kind of “great mother of all planners”
using this approach. An overview of the development of planners is given in (Cha87).
Many aspects of real world problems cannot or not efficiently be modelled with classical
logic. E.g. an axiomatization of natural numbers cannot be done in first order logic.
Statements about sets and relations of sets, about temporal relations, statements, that
introduce some uncertainty or probability or statements about wishes, beliefs, intentions
and so on, can be expressed shortly and elegantly in natural language but only
ambiguously and awkwardly if at all in the predicate logic formalism. Several approaches
have been undertaken to tune up the classical logic to overcome such difficulties. Modal
operators were used to model knowledge and belief or temporal aspects of a domain.
Mechanisms to model uncertainty often use an additional parameter associated with each
formula to represent some degree of certainty or vagueness. The propagation of these
values is problematic when knowledge is combined to infer new knowledge. Semantic
nets, frames and constraint nets are special forms of representation that try to take
advantages out of a structure that they impose on the knowledge. These approaches led to
the development of KR-languages like KL-ONE, where knowledge is organized in
hierarchies or nets with various possibilities to associate different nodes, so that the
contextual embedding of knowledge into other knowledge can be supported better.
Confer (Ric89) for a detailed and comprehensive discussion of these problems and (BS85)
for an overview of KL-ONE.
All these methods have in common, that they use an explicit  or symbolic
representation of knowledge: They need a formal language often equipped with some
structure creating constructions and some rules to make inferences. (GN87) gives a good
presentation of this logic-based view. Although this direction of AI research had an
enormous impact on computer science, (Prolog and declarative programming, expert-
systems, object-oriented programming ...) it is argued by some researchers, that an
explicit KR is not an adequate model for human intelligence and will never be capable to
catch the notion of common sense reasoning.
In DAI we can distinguish two different lines of research:
-> The logic- and knowledge-based approach  relies on an explicit
symbolic representation, where agents reason via logical deduction.
-> The behaviour-based approach emphasizes the necessity of a holistic
point of view.
The logic-based approach stays in the tradition of well known logic-based AI. The idea is
straightforward: Every agent is supplied with a knowledge base and an interpreter to
apply some rules and thus is a little AI system in the classical sense. Additionally each
agent needs some further concepts, for example it must have communication facilities,
6methods to install cooperation with other agents and the faculty to perform some meta-
reasoning, e.g. maintaining introspective knowledge  and models of other agents or
resoning about beliefs and intentions  (cf. (CL90) for a logic of intentions.). So this
research line is engaged in the development of logics for an appropriate representations
for these concepts. This means, that the representation must be compatible with the
chosen basic representation and must catch the semantics of the modelled concept. A few
more words about that will be said in the section about agent modelling.
The behaviour-based approach grounds on the supposition that an explicit logic-oriented
representation ends up in an impasse when one tries to model common sense knowledge
with it. Common sense behaviour of humans or animals is not driven by logical
deductions or inferences and thus a modelling within that paradigm is not adequate. The
behaviour-based approach thus demands for a non modular integrated agent architecture,
e.g. the kind like it was proposed by Brooks in (Bro86). His subsumption
architecture fits well to the requirements of the behavioral approach especially to
respond very fast to unpredictable events and to classify the required behaviour along a
dimension of more important - less important:
Subsumption Architecture
The goal of Brooks and his research group is to build cheap and simple real-world (not
only simulated!) autonomous intelligent mobile robots, which show a kind of insect-like
behaviour. Previous approaches to that problem had used a horizontal decomposition into
vertical slices. That means: The robot's control system has the problem to connect the
input (sensing) with the output (acting). The usual approach was to decompose that
problem into subproblems like "perception", "mapping sensor data into a world
representation", "planning", "task execution", "motor control" ... or a more finer
decomposition. The problem with that kind of decomposition is, that an instance of each
piece must be built in order to run the robot at all. Brooks' idea was to decompose the
problem vertically into different task achieving behaviors . He defined several levels
of competence  as for example:
0.) Avoid contact with object (whether they are moving or stationary).
1.) Wander aimlessly around without hitting things.
2.) Explore the world by seeing places in the distance that look reachable and heading for them.
3.) Build a map of the environment and plan routes from one place to another.
4.) Notice changes in the static environment.
5.) Reason about the world in terms of identifiable objects and perform tasks related to certain objects.
6.) Formulate and execute plans that involve changing the state of the world in some desirable way.
7.) Reason about the behaviour of objects in the world and modify plans accordingly.
Each level includes the previous level as a subset or to put it the other way, imposes
additional constraints upon the behaviour. Each level connects specific inputs to some
output. Lower layers can run totally independent of each higher level layer, which
subsumes the lower level behaviour (hence the name subsumption architecture).
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The development of a robot using this architecture is incremental: First a zero-level robot
is built and debugged thoroughly. Then the level one control layer, which is able to
examine level zero data and permitted to inject data into the internal interfaces of level
zero is built. Each construction step ends with an autonomous independent robot, that
shows an additional aspect of behaviour for each new level. The individual layers are
implemented as simple networks of modules, which are finite state machines. Each
module has a number of input lines with single element buffers and several output lines.
Layers are constructed via wires that connect output lines of one module to input lines of
another. Internally each module has several states and has access to a variable capable to
hold LISP data structures. The next higher layer may be connected to this network via
suppression  or inhibition . A suppression wire from the higher level ends at an input line
of a lower level module and can give an input signal to that module while suppressing the
usual input for a predefined time. An inhibition wire just ends at an output line of a lower
level module and a signal on that wire inhibits any usual output on that line for a defined
time. The modules of all layers run completely asynchroneous and there is no more
sophisticated mechanism to prevent the messages from beeing lost, (handshaking or
acknowledgement) which actually happens quite often. Furthermore, there is no global
shared memory or central control module. Brooks succeeded in building a few robot-
creatures according to these simple design rules, that run around in the laboratory and
office areas in the MIT AI-Laboratory and operate with people walking by, people
deliberately trying to confuse them , and people just standing by watching them. In
(Bro86) is a detailed description of the concepts of the subsumption architecture and in
(Bro91) you can find a report of the ongoing research together with a very violent
criticism of conventional (representation-oriented) AI research.
To end this short excursion about the subsumption architecture: Another aspect of the
behaviour-based approach is the embedding of the agents into their environment. In the
logical paradigm each agent acts  as a consequence of a possibly large process of
reasoning, which may take into consideration the agent's intentions, goals, its internal
state, knowledge about the actual and historical world state and so on. All this knowledge
is usually represented explicit and must be maintained in the course of the actions. In the
behavioral approach this is much simpler: An agent merely reacts in response to
8environmental changes1. This is termed as reactive behaviour  or a situated action
(Suc87). The agent copes  with the unpredictable events, that the environment constantly
throws up. A more abstract and complex problem solving behaviour should emerge out of
a series of abstractions of simple and fundamental reactive behaviour. There is not
necessarily an explicit representation or internal world model within an agent. E.g. beliefs
of an agent are represented implicit by its behaviour. For example an agent putting up its
umbrella can be said to belief, that it is raining. There is no sentence in its database of the
kind “belief(raining)”. Using t h e  w o r l d  a s  i t s  o w n  m o d e l                                                        
 
could be
taken as the motto of this implicit representation, and thus perception is much more
important in the behavioral paradigm than it is in the logical paradigm. A good overview
of the concepts, that build the basis of the behavioral approach is given in (CSW88). The
following figure opposes the two approaches:
logic-based
- planning
- reasoning
- explicit representation
- formal logic calculus
   + knowledge base
- planned behavior
- abstracted away from
   the environment
- acting after planning
behavior-based
- acting
- situation-action-rules
- reactive behavior
- embedding into the 
   environment
- perception
- reactive acting without
   planning (situated actions)
- implicit representation
But none of these concepts should be treated as a dogma and thus it seems to us, that the
most fruitful research is that, where the best ideas of the two approaches are combined.
We will give three examples of successful combinations in the rest of this section:
For example in (Mae89) the representation of classical planning system operators with
preconditions, add- and delete-lists is combined with a dynamic and reactive
mechanism to select the next operator for execution. This mechanism is based on the
spreading of activation  via links, that connect formulas from add-lists with same
formulas of preconditions of other operators. Agents (= operators) with fulfilled
preconditions and maximum activation will be executed. The actual state of the
environment is the set of all true formulas and influences the behaviour as the
source of spreading activation. Thus classical operator representation is combined
with an implicit plan representation by a reactive action selection mechanism.
1Corresponding to the constructivistic theory of cognition, Hußman (Huß91) terms these changes as
perturbations and treats them as triggers for the agents reactions.
9The work of Hultman, Nyberg and Svenson (HNS89) combines an explicit KR within
EETL, which stands for Executable Explicit Temporal Logic, with a layered
architecture in a broad sense similar to Brooks subsumption architecture. The
analyze layer receives goals or tasks, that a special decision procedure transforms
into a set of well-formed EETL formulas, which represent a plan. The rule layer
uses this data-base to create different types of rules, that are used to control actions,
e.g. one type of rule determines the occurrence of a time point and another type
modifies the set of actually executed actions. The process layer uses this rules to
create several processes, that execute actions. This layer is subdivided into three
sublayers and makes use of a state vector, that reflects all necessary information
about the environment and the control system.
N. Seels describes in (See91) an approach to reconcile the logical approach to model
knowledge and beliefs as modal operators with the behavioral approach of reactive
systems . After analyzing previous logical approaches to the problem of logical
omniscience, he introduces a relative simple reactive agent, that learns to respond
correctly to incoming stimuli from the environment by maintaining possible histories
as long as the agent is able to predict the future environment stimuli. It has now
learned the environmental rules. A proper formalization of the possible histories
over time leads to a replication of the Kripke semantics underlying a logic of
knowledge and time. His conclusion is, that the agent satisfies the logic without
explicitly using it.
Such approaches sound fruitful to reconcile the advocates of logic formalisms and those,
who prefer the reactive behaviour viewpoint.
3. Task-Decomposition and Task-Allocation
One of the main problems of DAI systems could be formulated in form of the question:
h “Which agent does what task when?”
The basic model in a typical DAI system is to have a task, that is dividable along certain
decomposition criteria into a set of subtasks. These subtasks are allocated according
to some allocation criteria to different agents. Each agent solves its subtask and the
results from the agents can be recomposed  to a global solution. Several decomposition
criteria have been suggested like e.g. location (spatial, temporal, logical), abstraction and
“interest area” by Lesser and Erman (LE80). In general:
The task description should allow different alternative possibilities of task decomposition.
Lets consider a STRIPS-like representation for an example of this: A set of predicates
defines the relations of the domain. Constant symbols represent the objects and each
world state is represented by the set of all actually holding relations. Operators are
10
described by preconditions, add- and delete-lists. One can think of the following
possibilities for task decomposition (cf. Eis91):
-decomposition by goal atom: One agent for each atom of the goal scene
description.
-decomposition by constant symbol: One agent for each constant symbol,
i.e. for each object of the domain.
-decomposition by predicate symbol: One agent for each predicate symbol,
i.e. each agent is a specialist for installing a specific relation.
-decomposition by operator symbol: One agent for each operator, i.e. each
agent is a specialist for the execution of an operation.
In MAS with heterogeneous agents, the problem of task decomposition is enriched by the
need to match resources and capabilities of different agents with appropriate tasks, so that
the decomposition implies the allocation to a certain degree. The following figure depicts
the general scheme of decomposition and recomposition:
decompostion
t a s k solution
recomposit ion
subtasks to be
   allocated
subsolutions
loca l
problem
solving
Usually several constraints on activities , available knowledge , time  or other resources
restrict the space of possible decompositions. Little work in DAI has addressed an
automated problem formulation and decomposition. So most decomposition processes are
directly determined by the descriptions of available operators, and thus by the designers
care. Not necessary to mention, that in general the representation of knowledge and the
conceptual models of an agent have a very big influence on the decomposition process.
Key issue for all decompositions is to find dependencies and logical groupings  in the
problem task and knowledge. Such groupings could for example be made on the basis of
the level of abstraction , of control- and data-dependencies , the availability of
coordination and the need for interaction. Malone (Mal87) suggests a functional /
product division according to the organization model of companies in economy.
Another aspect of task decomposition is the tradeoff between efficiency  and reliability .
Decomposing a problem into redundant subtasks will make the results more reliable, will
avoid uniqueness, and therefore will avoid possible bottlenecks, and is also a feasible
solution to handle uncertainty. But possible disparities between the solutions of
11
redundantly working agents could lead to more expense of communication and
negotiation, when the solution is recomposed.
In most cases the possible decompositions are already built into the programmer-
generated action description, which depends on the task representation and the task itself.
The allocation of subtasks to agents often follows from the decomposition, especially in
MAS with heterogeneous agents. A subtask is then allocated to the agent who provides
the best fit to the task specification. Bottleneck avoidance, handling of uncertainty and
reliability by redundant allocations, interaction dependencies or resource needs for special
tasks may also drive allocation decisions.
Methods of task allocation often reproduce mechanisms used in human society. One
prominent example is the Contract Net Protocol, which is introduced in the following
section.
The Contract Net Protocol
The Contract Net system (Smi80, DS83) employs a market-like allocation mechanism.
A task is announced  by a manager to a set of agents, which then give their bids  for this
task, reflecting their interest that depends on their capabilities and actual loading. The
manager selects the winning bid, awards a contract and monitors the contractor's
performance by interim and final reports  from the contractor. The manager has the
possibility to terminate the contractor by a termination message at all hours. This could be
useful when a task redundantly was given to several contractors.
Also a recursive allocation is allowed in the Contract Net system: If a task is too large to
be performed by a single agent, the contractor splits it into several subtasks, announces
them to find appropriate subcontractors, and takes the role of a manager itself. Thus the
allocation work itself is decentralized and each node can play a dual role by being
contractor in a contract and simultaneously manager in other contracts.
Focused addressing  can be used, when the manager knows, that a subtask can only be
performed by a few specialized agents. Then the manager does not broadcast the
announcement, but selectively announces this task only to the specialists.
A high computational load in the net may lead to a reversal of the normal negotiation
protocol: A node-available message allows an idle node to indicate, that it is searching for
a task. This makes the protocol load-sensitive: While under normal conditions, when tasks
are scarce, an auction is an important event, under heavy load conditions the availability
of a node is an important event.
Note that in the usual way of processing, the contract is based on a mutual selection: The
contractor can select from several announced tasks and the manager can select from
several bids. Task announcements contain some eligibility specification , an abstract form
of a task description and a bid specification , which specifies what information about the
12
contractor must be given in a bid to enable the manager to compare the bids for its
selection. A further slot of a task announcement specifies the expiration time of the task.
Every message contains the address, the sender, a type identifier and a contract-number
in the header. The other information slots differ according to the message type. The
information that fills these slots is expressed in a common internode language, which is
built around a very simple attribute, object, value representation. There are a number of
predefined (domain-independent) terms and also domain-specific term. It is assumed that
all nodes understand this language. To summarize the main features of the CNET:
We have a two-way transfer of information  provided with the message types task
announcement and bid.
We have a mutual selection when a contract is assigned. Both partners have to make
a choice.
All selections are based on the nodes local evaluation of the gained information.
The following figure sketches the Contract Net's usual procedure:
Contract Net Protocol:
Manager
C
M
CCCCC CC
C
M
CCCCC CC
C
M
CCCCC CC
Contractors
Announcement
Bids
Award
The task allocation in a CNET-guided scenario is not necessarily optimal: First there is the
problem of timing . Due to the asynchroneous processing of the nodes it may happen, that
an idle node bids for a task, when a few seconds later it receives the task announcement
of a much more lucrative task. Second there is the problem of locatity: The selection of a
node is only based on its actual load, its capacity and the information gained by the task
announcements or bids. It may happen that two managers compete for a specific idle node
13
without knowing about this competition, and that at last one of them contracts with that
node having an only slighly worse alternative in contracting with another node, while the
other manager has to contract at last with a very much more worse other node. The
globally better solution then would have been to couple the second manager with the idle
node.
Another possible answer to the basic DAI question is to install predetermined or long term
fixed organizational roles for the different agents. Each agent then has a restricted area of
competence and will perform only tasks, that fit into its role. A voting mechanism could
be employed to allocate tasks of special importance, e.g. in case of loss of a central
planner or coordinator agent, a successor may be determined by voting. The term
“multi-agent planning” refers to a scheme, where agents are treated as specialized
resources. A single centralized planner or a few distributed planners generate plans for
these agents.We will consider multi-agent planning and organizations in more detail in the
sections 5. and 6.
4. Interaction and Communication
Interaction between the agents and between an agent and its environment is the essence
of DAI, because the effects caused by interactions make a DAI system more than the sum
of its components.
h Interaction builds the foundation of communication, of cooperation and
coordination, of the installation of an organization, and is the basis, that every
representational model of other agents has to rely on.
Ideally each interaction should cause a revision (or refinement) of the model of the other
agent. Bond and Gasser (BG88) define interaction as follows:
“We shall use interaction  to mean some type of collective action in a MAS or DPS
system , where one agent takes an action or makes a decision that has been influenced by
the presence or the knowledge of another agent.”
Presumably people from the behaviour-based approach to DAI would prefer to extend
this definition to include the interaction between agent and environment, because they see
the agent's actions as reactions to the environment's actions or let us better say the
environmental changes. Each action can be viewed as an interaction between the agent
and its environment. In the extreme case from the agent's viewpoint other agents are also
a part of the environment. The complexity of an agent's behaviour is therefore also partly
assigned to the environment. This aspect gets vivid by Simon's parable of the ant (Sim81):
The ant making its way across an undulating and pebble-strewn beach attempts
to pursue a straight-line course for her home, but has to cope with local gradients
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and obstacles. The complexity of the ants behaviour is largely a reflection of the
environments complexity.
An interesting question is:
Can interaction take place without communication?
The answer depends on the definition of communication. For example, the escaping
behaviour of an antelope at the sight of a lion. The interaction is triggered by the simple
act of perception of the antelope and motivated by implicit knowledge of the antelope
about the lion's intentions. If we associate any communicational aspect with the
appearance of the lion and the antelope's perception of that, we must negate our question.
But the lion has surely no intention to be perceived. Our understanding of communication
requires a communicational act from the agent and that implies that it has an intention to
communicate . Therefore we suggest to define:
A communication involves at least that one agent acts upon another by the means of a
linguistic action (an utterance) and the other agent reacts to this.
We could not discuss the above question without a reference to a prominent research
paper, that presents a scenario where cooperation without communication is studied:
Rosenschein, Genesereth and Ginsberg (RGG86) describe and analyze how agents driven
by rational actions interact without any communication just on the basis of reasoning
about the other agents rational decisions. Nevertheless their postulation is total knowledge
about each other agent's preferences to take alternative actions. Usually that knowledge
must be gained using communication. This makes that scenario a little bit strange.
h In social societies, communication is the usual medium for knowledge exchange and
interaction and therefore it is one of the most crucial themes for DAI.
Three conditions lead to a useful communication:
First of all agents need the facility to communicate  which comprises the devices
for speaking and listening. For DAI systems these facilities are usually
provided by the implementation language or a message mechanism of the
underlying operating system. In human society these devices are our ears and
mouths, both connected to the brain1.
The next step is the ability to communicate, that is to use the communication
modules (channels) to tell the other agents about the own knowledge,
proposed solutions or to ask questions and to receive utterances and interpret
them. So this aspect also comprises a common way of communication
(language) and a mutually intelligible representation within an agent society.
1
 The importance of this precondition of communication and the effect of it to the evolution of
intelligence is underlined by the development of speech in prehistoric times: Thought the brain of homo
neandertalensis was about 100 cubic centimeters larger than that of recent humans, his larynx was
located too high in the throat to produce articulated speech. His communication exhausted in miming,
gestures and simple roaring and lacks the feedback via speech.
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As a third point a communication impetus is presented to be a permanent
yearning to tell the other agents about the own already found solutions, the
current work and the plans.
Werner (Wer88a) presents several approaches to communication in form of levels with
increasing complexity:
no communication: Agents infer other agents intentions rationally like described
in (RGG86) or act without the knowledge about other
agents.
primitive communication: The set of possible messages is restricted to a finite set of
signals with a fixed meaning. Dijkstra's semaphores fall into
this category as well as the simple communication via paths
of pheromone used in Moyson's and Manderick's simulation
of the behaviour of ants (MM88).
plan passing: Total plans generated by the agents are passed to other
agents to help predicting the behaviour.
message passing: Structured messages with various possible contents are
exchanged between the agents. This scheme is often
successfully employed for a formal rule-governed
interaction, e.g. to build up certain interaction protocols.
high level communication: Such a communication model must also comprise an
integrated model of belief, goals, intentions and emotional
states. For example the plan-based theory of speech acts by
Cohen and Perrault (CP79) views speech acts as planned
actions to affect the listeners beliefs and goals.
Also Werner's theory itself (Wer88b), that integrates representation, intentions and
cooperation evolving out of the pragmatical effects of communication, is an approach to a
high level communication. The term pragmatic denotes the effect of an utterance to the
communication environment, especially the effect to the beliefs, goals, intentions... of the
addressee of a message. The allocation of a goal from one agent to another as pragmatical
effect of an utterance is called goal-induction.
h Communication always presupposes a basis of common structure.
Even if an utterance consists only of a signal, there must be a common interpretative
meaning of it. Typical recent DAI systems communicate on the level of a usually simple
message passing. This leads to an inflexible predesigned communication language. Such
language systems are the result of the routinization, conventionalization and codification
of the interaction patterns, that occur between the agents. For example in the PUP6
system (Len75) we find an interaction protocol based on the agent structure. The
heterogeneous agents in this system all have a common structure and the messages always
refer to specific slots of this structure.
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In the already described Contract Net protocol we find a frame like message structure and
the different message types realize the necessary communication in the protocol:
Announcements, bids, award messages, interim and final reports and some special
messages like termination, directed awards, refusal, node-availability. In a protocol
usually most messages expect a response message.
In the next section we once more present a prominent domain of DAI research:
Distributed Vehicle Monitoring Testbed
One of the early research domains of DAI was distributed sensing. The Distributed
Vehicle Monitoring Testbed (DVMT) described in (LC83) simulates a network of
vehicle monitoring nodes, each connected with a few acoustic sensors distributed over the
node's portion of the monitored area. The nodes shall cooperate to generate an overall
correct plan of the vehicle movements (vehicle type, speed, track...) during a certain
period of time, based on their local and possibly faulty sensed data.
Several researchers have used that problem domain for experiments and to develop their
new ideas and concepts of different aspects of DPS. (E.g. (LC81), (DL87)) For example
in the context of interaction and communication, the DVMT system was used to
experimentally change the contents of communication. The possibilities were to exchange
simple sensor data with adjacent nodes, abstract and condensed interpreted data, the
current goals and plans for their future activity to achieve a coordinated behaviour and to
improve network awareness.
The improvement of local control decisions was attempted to achieve with three different
methods:
1.) An organizational structure  that provides a long-term framework for
network coordination to guide each node's local control decisions;
2.) a planner at each node that develops sequences of problem-solving activities
based on the current situation; and
3.) meta-level communication  about the current state of local problem
solving that enables to dynamically refine the organization. (DLC87)
The first two methods already belong to the next section's topic, which indeed is strongly
related to interaction and communication:
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5. Cooperation, Coordination, Coherence
Cooperation contains the word operation. A cooperator is someone who works together
with /or supports the operator. To cooperate means working together, pulling at the same
side of the string, aiming to achieve a common goal.
h Cooperation usually leads to a specific kind of interaction and is achieved normally
by using communication.
But the later is not necessarily the case: In (RGG86) the cooperation is based purely on
the knowledge about the different agents' utilities for different action alternatives and on
the agents rationality, which takes into account the other agents' rationality. No
communication is needed provided that there is a common knowledge about the utilities,
which are represented as a payoff-matrix. This approach to cooperation is very much
centered around mathematical game theory, but those, who think, that this is too much
abstracted away from real world problems should read (Axe84): A marvellous book
around the prisoners dilemma presenting a variety of real world problems that contain the
prisoners dilemma situation and giving much insight into the question how and why
cooperation evolves even in a society of egoistic individuals.
If the achievement of a common goal increases each agent's utility, then also egoistic
agents are forced to cooperate by their self-interest . If we enlarge our considerations to
include also antagonistic agents , i.e. agents with different possibly even contradicting
goals, we come to coordination. In fact many researchers see cooperation as a special
case of coordination with non-antagonistic agents. Some researchers differentiate between
positive cooperation and negative cooperation, the later for example when two agents
want to use a resource, that can only be used by one at a time. We would prefer to speak
of coordination instead of negative cooperation in this mutual exclusion problem.
The coordination of agents requires a certain amount of extra work, indirect activity like
synchronization, task alignment, prediction of other agents actions and other forms of
meta reasoning, which is not directly, but only indirectly supporting the achievement of
the primary goals. This work is called articulation work (Gas84) and could be seen as
a measurement for the degree of coordination:
h The more articulation work can be avoided, the better is the coordination of the
system.
Usually in routinized interactions with high degree of predictability and lack of conflicts,
we find a good coordination, where in environments with more unexpected events and
situations, that never occurred before, much articulation work is necessary. But
coordination is a property of the interaction among agents.
To come to a more general viewpoint, which integrates the environment and that looks at
the society of agents as a unit of behaviour, the term coherence should be used.
Coherence  could be evaluated along different dimensions as for example:
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Solution quality: If the problem allows for different solutions: How is the systems'
ability to reach a solution and what is the quality of this solution?
Efficiency: The systems overall efficiency to achieve a solution.
Clarity: The conceptional clarity of the system. This comprises the actions,
the knowledge representation, the agent model, the well-
structuredness and describability of the system.
Graceful degradation: How the system behaves in the presence of failures or
uncertainty.
Good coordination may lead to a higher efficiency-coherence by the reduction of
articulation work. For example the focused addressing  mechanism in the Contract Net
leads to a reduction of the task announcement messages. But on the other hand good local
decisions do not necessarily imply better global behaviour as is shown in (KHH88), where
a more intelligent local behaviour has negative effects for the systems coherency.
h The problem is to achieve coherence and cooperation without a centralized control
or centralized viewpoint.
Lesser and Corkill (LC87) present the following as necessary conditions for a solution-
coherent behaviour:
coverage: Each necessary portion of the problem must be included in at least
one agents activity.
connectivity: Interaction between the nodes necessary to develop and integrate a
solution.
capability: coverage and connectivity must be achievable within the resource
limitations of the network.
The following figure presents the relationship between the previously introduced terms:
                                      Coherence:
                    performance of the agents and the
         environment as a whole.
                                    Coordination:
            property of interaction among a set of agents
  performing some collective activity. Goal: avoid articulation
w o r k .
                            Cooperation:
special case of coordination among nonantagonistic
                 agents.
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One can think of several strategies to improve a system's coherence, but their real effect
will strongly depend on the actual considered system. We will sketch some examples of
more general strategies:
Strategies to Improve Coherence
Increase the localization by the specialization of the nodes , thus giving more room to a
focused addressing. Another way to increase the localization could be to reduce the local
dependencies of nodes e.g. by introduction of more resources or a better task
decomposition.
To increase the nodes contextual awareness may have the effect of avoiding
articulation work. Confer (Mül91) for a discussion of this strategy in a sample-scenario. If
an agent has knowledge about other agents plans, goals and activities and an enriched
knowledge of the problem domain, it will be able to predict other agents actions more
reliable. Usually communication between agents will be more expensive than maintaining
a local knowledge base.
A more sophisticated management of communication may also improve coherence
and cooperation. Communication is motivated by sharing time varying information about
the perceived external world as well as information about the agents internal state. A
communicated message could be rated according to its
relevance, i.e. its consistency with the global solution, according its
timeliness , i.e. its influence on the receivers current activity or its
completeness, that is the fraction of a complete solution, that the message
contains.
Such attributes could help making better communication decisions. For example messages
with a small timeliness should not be send. Messages, that are consistent with the smallest
number of current hypotheses, may have a high discriminating effect, that is, they may
rule out many hypotheses.
Minimizing interdependencies between agents could also lead to more coherency.
The idea is to relax the tightness of coupling of tasks. Tasks are coupled if the input of the
one task depends on the output of another task and are tightly coupled when state
changes in one task immediately effect the state of the other task. To reduce the tightness
of coupling, slack resources  are introduced. Two interpretations of slack can be found
in distributed systems:
First the replication of a task on an alternate processor if one processor fails.
Second the replacement of procedure calls by message queues; thus reducing
the tight coupling of agents by the introduction of buffers.
Coping with uncertainty is another problem relevant for coherence.
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Uncertainty is the difference of the available information and the information necessary to
achieve the best decision.
Uncertainty could be subdivided into information uncertainty , decision uncertainty ,
environmental uncertainty and behavioral uncertainty. Behavioral uncertainty for
example, that occurs when agents do not deliver on their commitments, has a great impact
on the agents coordination. Decision uncertainty, that is uncertainty due to the lack of
knowledge about the outcomes of decisions, could have a great effect to the solution-
coherence.(BG88)
Central for the “scientific community metaphor” is the competition  between
different in parallel developed viewpoints. In Hewitt's terminology these viewpoints are
integrated by “due processes”. Corkill and Lesser speak of a functionally accurate,
cooperative behaviour (LC81), that produces a solution by combining evidences of
competing hypotheses. Mutually inconsistent hypotheses die out, while consistent
hypotheses grow together and magnify their evidences.
One prominent domain of research in strategies of cooperation is the air traffic control
scenario:
Air Traffic Control
The Air Traffic Control  (ATC) problem (CMS83) (SCHTW81) involves all important
aspects of DPS from sensing situational data over planning to cooperation and resolving
disparities:
Aircraft enter a rectangular airspace around an airport either at one of 10 infixes of the
border or from the airport. The goal for each aircraft is to traverse the airspace to a
destination, which again is a boundary outfix or the airport. Each agent (=aircraft) has
only a limited sensory horizon, hence its knowledge of the world is never complete and it
must continually gather information as it moves through the airspace. Information may be
accumulated either by sensing or communication . Agents are allowed to communicate
over a limited band-width channel to other aircraft for purposes of exchanging
information and instructions.
ATC is a group problem because the agents may help each other to gather information,
but also because the goals of one agent may interact with those of another agent. Goal
interactions  come in form of shared conflicts:
A conflict between two or more agents arises when, according to their current plans, the
two will violate minimum separation requirements at some point in the future. When
shared conflicts arise, agents must negotiate to solve them. In a crowded airspace, such
goal conflicts can get particularly complex, and involve several aircraft, thus necessitating
a high degree of group cooperation.
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In (CMS83) four organizational policies are analyzed. The first three use task
centralization, which means, that one conflict partner is selected to evaluate the conflict
conditions, replan and act according to the new plan. The other conflict partners send
their intended routes to the first one, but stay passive i.e. do not change their plans. The
differences of these three methods lay in an increased knowledge that the agents use to
select the active agent. The fourth method, task sharing , distributes the replanning task
and the actor that performs the new plan to different agents and requires therefore a more
intensive communication.
Another important aspect of coherence and coordination is planning:
Planning
Planning is a prominent research area in classical AI and could not be discussed in the
frame of this text, but everyone who deals with rational agents should have a good
knowledge about planning. DAI terminology splits planning into
multi-agent planning: A single planner generates plans for multiple agents, - and
distributed planning: Not only plan execution, but also plan generation is
distributed among multiple agents.2
h The crucial point is to enrich the classical planning with synchronization
mechanisms.
Wether it is sufficient to insert synchronization operations after the planning into single
agent plans, or whether it is necessary to reason about the dependencies as an integral
part of the plan from the beginning, is a question of the specialities of the domain. Each
dynamic changing environment and every world, where a formal detailed specification of
the preconditions and effects of a predefined set of operators is not possible, in other
words, every real world problem requires a form of replanning in response to the
changing problem situation. Interleaving of planning, execution and perception is a
further step to a reconciliation of the extreme positions of classical planning and the
reactive behaviour approach , where the actions of an agent are triggered by perceived
events in the environment. Another approach towards a more adaptive strategy would be
a form of hierarchical planning over many levels like we can find it in our own
human problem solving behaviour:
Planning long term goals in abstract plan steps is often more projective and may
involve sketchy plans, uncertainty and relaxed constraints. Resolving abstract plan
steps more and more leads to short term plans, that require more behavioral and
situation adapted aspects for their execution.
2I am not very happy with this terminology, because the term multi-agent system usually refers to a
society of autonomous agents each with own planning capability. Thus multi-agent systems use
distributed planning, while distributed problem solving uses multi-agent planning. That's confusing.
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The following figure represents the previous mentioned approaches as points in a
continuum between the two extreme positions of classical planning and reactive planning.
Hierarchical planning attempts to comprise more than one dimension of the continuum:
classical planning
e.g. STRIPS, TWEAK replanning
interleaving planning,
execution and
perception reactive planning
planning = search in an
abstract formalized
state space
actions are triggered
by perceived situation
hierarchical planning
long term plans
short term plans
6. Organizations
The most important technique to improve a systems coordination and coherence and to
deal with increasing complexity is to install a kind of organizational structure  in the
system. Therefore, a whole section is devoted to this theme though it is conceptual one
methodology, that belongs to the previous section. Corkill, Lesser and Durfee (DLC87)
view organizations as a long term strategic load balancing technique to improve
coherence. The questions are:
- How can an organization be modelled?
- What different types of organizations exist?
- How can organizational knowledge be represented?
- How reasonable is it to transfer ideas and concepts from human organizations
to societies of computer-based agents?
An organization  is a complex framework of communication paths, expectations and
patterns of behaviour.
Usually a certain set of expectations, behaviour patterns or attributes are associated with a
role . A role can be taken by different agents; for example in the Contract Net protocol
the role of a manager can be taken by each agent. A role commits an agent to a specific
behaviour. From this viewpoint an organization results from restrictions on a wide range
of possible behaviour patterns, therefore a role has to specify which attributes, which
methods and messages are enabled or disabled. Each concept to model an organization
has to specify in which way the roles are represented.
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Organizational Models
One possibility is to specify roles by locally interpreted rules of behaviour.  This
matches with the intentions of the designers of the PUP6 system (Len75), where the rules
of behaviour are derived from the common agent structure. The BEINGs system
represents a “flat” organization with one moderator agent as a specialist for conflict
resolution. Other agents are specialists for specific domain tasks. The model for BEINGs
was the paradigm of communicating experts, that develop a solution in group-work
(scientific community metaphor). Such an organization has to rely on the fact that the
local rules of behaviour result in a consistent and coherent global behaviour.
Werner (Wer88b) does not use the term organization, but outlines his view of social
roles , that could be used to model various types of organizations within an agent society.
In his model, the representational state of an agent consists of an information state , an
intentional state and an evaluative state. A social role in this context is now an abstract
representational state, which is also composed out of these three components. An agent
takes a role by integrating this abstract representational state into his own representational
state.
In the model of a centralized hierarchical organization, we find a cascade of
abstraction levels. The motivation for this is to achieve greater control and a more global
viewpoint. This organizational form is usually encoded in the structures, attributes and
actions of the heterogeneous agents of the different levels, and thus not very flexible.
Typical for a hierarchical structure is, that decision making data flow upwards the
cascade, while control flows downwards. A special aspect of this model is to enrich the
organization with an authority structure. A lower node must accept goals, results or
decisions of a higher node. But this reduction of coordination work by the preference of
the more authorized node does not necessarily imply an increasing solution coherence.
This is only achieved, if the more authorized node has enough information to make the
“right” decision.
Inspired by the mechanisms of supply and demand in economical markets, researchers
have tried to design DAI systems as competitive market-like organizations .The
competitive bidding mechanism of the Contract Net protocol is one example of this.
Research in this direction should investigate the mechanisms, that produce coherent
global system performance as emergent effect of many local economical decisions. The
central dogma of free enterprise economy, which states, that the public welfare will be
maximized if every atomic economical unit maximizes its own welfare, sounds very
promising to the advocates of the reactive behaviour paradigm. If simple local rules for
the main problems of DAI, which work this way, could be found, the reactive behaviour
approach would be very successful. But as we know from economics, things are not as
simple as theorists model them.
We've never heard of an organizational model in DAI, that is oriented on a metabolic
paradigm. The regulation of enzymatic activity (,which catalyzes the metabolism,) by
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genes could be another model for the DAI reactive behaviour approach and also another
example how to learn from other branches of science.
A special form of organizational model is realized by an early and very prominent DAI
system; the blackboard architecture of the speech understanding system HEARSAY-II:
Blackboard Architecture
In a blackboard architecture, the expert knowledge is encoded in several
knowledge sources  (KS), each running as an own process. The KSs share a common
data-structure, called the blackboard (BB), which is used to develop the solution and as
a communication medium for the KSs. The symbolic structures on the BB are called
hypotheses. Each KS is an expert in some area and may find a hypothesis it can work
on, solve that hypothesis, create new hypotheses undermine some of them or modify other
existing hypotheses. The KSs respond opportunistically to changes on the BB.
The most prominent and archetypical BB-architectured system is the HEARSAY-II
speech understanding system (EHLR80). The hypotheses are organized in a hierarchy of
abstraction, which is reflected by the separation of the BB into different levels. In
HEARSAY-II for example we find levels for segments, syllables, words, word-sequences
and phrases. A KS consists of a pattern and an action. An activation of the KS is created,
whenever a hypothesis on the BB matches the pattern. The ideology of the BB-
architecture is to use the “hypothesize-and-test-paradigm” and thus the KSs usually create
several hypotheses, that support different interpretations. An opportunistic and
asynchronous style of problem solving is achieved with a scheduler, that rates all KS
activations according to their impact on the current state of problem solving. Thus a
priority queue is maintained from where the first activation is selected for running. The
rating is based on such attributes like the credibility of hypotheses, the scope  of some
information, which refers to the level in the hierarchy, or the diagnosticity, that says how
much competing hypotheses can be ruled out as an impact of the activation. The
scheduler uses meta-information from a special focus of control data-base .
The BB-architecture of HEARSAY-II, though itself not distributed, had have a large
impact on the early DAI research and several distributed systems had modelled their
single nodes like HEARSAY-II systems (LE80) (Gre82) (Gre87).
Organization Types
The question about different types of organizations is closely entangled with the
organizational model. Fox in (Fox81) presents various organization types in economy and
analyzes the evolution of these types along the dimensions of complexity and uncertainty.
Uncertainty - to repeat this - is the difference between available information and
information necessary to make the best decision. Complexity  is seen by Fox as excessive
demand on rationality . The bounded rationality of humans is the prime factor in the
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evolution of organizations. A transition to a more complex organizational type is
necessary when a certain limit of capacity to deal with rationality is exceeded. Fox traces
along the following organizational types:
single person
group  : Coordination through mutually agreed decisions, all
members have all available information.
two level hierarchy : A decisionmaker with complete information and authority
guides the other nodes.
multiple level hierarchy  : Many levels of management over the bottom layer, each
is a filter on information and decision.
multidivisional hierarchy : Division of the organization along the different
products of a company, added by an elite staff group for
strategic control decisions. Another possible division
could go along the production steps of the different
products (-> functional division).
price system : The introduction of a price as the result of a negotiated
contract eliminates all other forms of control. Control is
exerted via the price. Contracting opens the possibility of
a dynamic creation of the system architecture.
collective organizations  : As a result of an elaborated price system, a set of
organizations develops, each of which for itself can be of
one of the previous organizational types.
full market  : As the number of organizations, that produce the same or
similar products increases, the increasing competition
installs a full market, where the price is fixed by demand
and supply.
Representation of Organizational Knowledge
Organizational knowledge comprises some general principles of organizations, knowledge
about specific methods used in the organization, expectations about the actions  of other
members of the organization and possibly a structural view of the relationships among the
agents. The representation of organizational knowledge is very much related to the
implementation of the interaction. Different aspects of an organization will be represented
in different ways.
The structural aspect  for example could be represented by a graph, whose nodes may
represent agents, tasks or products connected by relations of authority, communication,
control or information flow.
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Functional roles could then be represented by lists of capabilities  or constraints on agents
activities.
Planning oriented aspects  will be handled convenient if we represent an organization as a
collection of tasks or actions.
The interactions  within the organization are represented appropriately by collections of
expectations, commitments and behavioral defaults. This will require an explicit or
implicit model of other agents as will be described in the next section.
Finally the general principles  of an organization will usually be represented implicitly
encoded in the agents internal structures and capabilities  and in the system architecture.
The use of a particular architecture, language or shell determines the organizational form
of the system. The Contract Net protocol for example forces a strict virtual hierarchy with
no lateral communication, but as we have seen allows a decentralized task decomposition
and a certain flexibility to the systems load. A blackboard shell (see (Hay85) for a good
description) will force the typical blackboard architecture, with knowledge source nodes,
that have the fixed roles of experts and share a common datastructure, the blackboard,
where the solution is developed.
Transfer of Concepts from Human Society Organizations?
The question how reasonable it is to transfer ideas and concepts from human society
organizations to DAI agents and even any other distributed systems, can only be
answered by the success of such approaches like the one of Fox and their
implementational results. Of course just now it is not rational to rebuilt human society
organizations with artificial agents, because the bounded rationality of humans is still of
another quantity and quality than that of artificial agents. But the transfer of concepts and
ideas seems to be the only rational way, because from where else should we get our
concepts, if we consider the overall goal of DAI, which indeed is to approach the human
society paradigm?
7. Modelling other Agents
Again we will try to structure this section along some relevant questions about agent
modelling:
- What is a model of an agent?
- Why do agents need models of other agents?
- What knowledge about other agents must be represented in such a model?
- How is this knowledge organized?
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Agent Model
By “agent model” we do not mean the modular structure of the agent, that the designer of
a DAI system tries to implement. Thas is a problem of knowledge representation and
agent architecture. In this section we mean the following:
An agent model comprises everything that allows an agent to have some expectation
about another agent's structure or behaviour.
This could be something very simple, for example we stated earlier, that a certain amount
of common structure at least concerning the interpretation of messages is a necessary
precondition for each communication. Just the reliance, that the other agent will interpret
messages in a certain way, is a kind of implicit encoded model about the receivers
interpretation algorithms. I as the author of this text have the expectation, that you as the
reader of this text have the ability to read and understand it, or another example: a
typewriter could be viewed to have a user model encoded in the shape and structure of its
keys.
Every meaningful interaction presupposes at least an implicit knowledge of each other.
Even in the scenario presented in (RGG86), where no communication between the agents
occurs, we can find a rudimentary form of a model: Both agents understand the
representation of their utility in the payoff-matrix and both assume, that the other agent
bases its decisions on its rationality. The term network awareness  (DLC87) denotes the
knowledge, that a node uses to cooperate with other nodes.
h The knowledge, that the agents enable to communicate according to a protocol as
e.g. the knowledge of other agents addresses, their capabilities, already assigned
contracts with them and so on builds the agent's network awareness.
The agents' behaviour according to the protocol and the expectation, that other agents
will perform the protocol as well, implicitly encodes their model of other agents.
More sophisticated and explicitly represented models of other agents will enable an agent
to take into account another agents knowledge, actions, plans, goals or beliefs. In existing
DAI systems these higher level models are based on heuristics or abstracted views of the
other agents. Precise propositional models of other agents are merely used for theoretical
accounts. Such models must contain adequate concepts of knowledge, belief and
intention. Two major approaches to model knowledge and belief can be distinguished in
classical logics (cf. (GN87)):
The sentential logic  of belief attaches to every agent a database - the agents
beliefs, - and a set of inference rules. The reasoning capabilities of an agent
correspond to its inference rules and might be restricted and incomplete. To
prove, that an agent has a certain belief, one has to simulate the agents
internal reasoning by applying its inference rules to its database ( if the
belief is not already in the database).
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The other approach uses a possible world logic: A graph of possible worlds,
each with its own interpretation of formulas, connected via an accessibility
relation, represents the agent's situation. An agent knows a formula, if it is
true in all worlds, that it could reach from its actual world via the
accessibility relation. Certain properties of the accessibility relation reflect
certain qualities of knowledge. For example the knowledge axiom, which
states that an agent should not know something which is false in its actual
world, can be modelled by a reflexive accessibility relation.
A kind of benchmark for the power of a logic of knowledge and belief and a good
presentation for the subtleties of beliefs about others knowledge and beliefs (nested
beliefs) is the wise-man puzzle  proposed by McCarthy in (MSHI78):
A king invites three wise men and paints a colored point on each mans forehead
such that everyone can see the color of the others' points, but cannot see his own
point. The king states, that at least one of them has a white point and asked each
about his color. After the first two men have stated, that they did not know their
color, the third man should be able to infer, that his point is white, by
considering the other men's reasoning.
This puzzle involves nested believes and can be extended to more than three men, to
increase the degree of nesting. A sentential logic approach, that is based on the
amalgamation of object language and meta language , for solving the wise-man puzzle is
presented in (KK90).
Sociologists have claimed, that internal models of oneself and other agents are a primary
factor for the creation of an organized society. The demand to (partially) model oneself
follows naturally from the demand to model others. Objectifying oneself by applying the
same modelling concepts used for other agents to oneself seems to be a first step to
consciousness, to become aware of oneself. Approaches to this goal could be found under
the catchwords introspection , reflection or autoepistemic knowledge in explicit
and logic-based models. The goal is to define an adequate metalevel-language, which is
capable to speak about the logic and the inferences performed in the ground-level logic.
Confer (Dav90) for an overview of logic based meta-knowledge.
Motivation for Agent Models
One motivation, why agents should have models of others has already been presented:
The commonality for the interpretation of communication is a necessary precondition for
each meaningful interaction 3
3
 The ascription of a user model to a typewriter is a little bid a question of the point of view and also in
some MA-systems like e.g. in (MM88), where the behavior of ants is simulated, it is hard to argue for
even an implicit model of other agents used for interaction.
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Higher level models are useful because of their predictive power . An agent may be
able to predict events that it cannot sense directly like the changes of beliefs and plans in
another agent's database. Messages between agents to inform each other about such
changes may become unnecessary, which will decrease the articulation work and increase
the coherence.
Models will also help to improve the efficiency by a reduction of overhead . In the
Contract Net protocol the mechanism of focused addressing reduces the number of sent
task announcements; but focused addressing is only possible, when the node knows about
special capabilities or resources of other nodes, which is a simple form of model of these
other nodes.
Furthermore, an agent model may be useful in ranking the reliability, usefulness or
timeliness of data .
One problem with higher level models is, that because it is not useful to simulate the
whole other agent in the model again, the question arises:
Which part of the agent is relevant for the model?
The model should enable to predict the other agents default behaviour or routinized
actions, but not unusual and seldom occurring cases of its behaviour. These cases should
be coordinated by extra negotiations. Another problem concerns the timeliness of
predictive information:
When should predictive information be deleted?
Answers to these questions heavily depend on the concrete scenario to be modelled.
Contents of Agent Models
By communicational knowledge, we mean knowledge, that is necessary to communicate
with other agents. It can be subdivided into a formal part   and a contents-part.
The formal part comprises knowledge about channels , addresses , languages,
protocols, message, formats ... and all knowledge that is necessary to perform
communicational acts generally.
The contents-part comprises all kinds of knowledge, that is necessary to decide, what
information should be communicated in the actual situation.
Other agent's capabilities  and their therefore demanded resources are relevant for
task allocation considerations, feasibility analysis or performance assessment. Allocation
decisions could depend on a pre-calculation of the temporal or resource consuming
behaviour of the agents.
Knowledge about other agents' responsibilities  could be used to install organizational
structures.
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Knowledge about an agents processing state  may be useful for a supervisor agent to
gain a picture of the overall solution progress.
Actions, plans, goals , believes and intentions of other agents are used to reason
about the effects of actions. Joint actions require several agents to anticipate an action. An
explanation of actions is only possible, if a notion of an agents belief-system and its
intentions is available. Certain intentions and behaviour patterns can be abstracted into a
role and reversely an agent may infer another agents actions by the knowledge of its role.
Organization of Agent Models
The organization of knowledge, that comprises the modelling of other agents, depends on
the level of this model and very much on the specialities of the system. Implicit models are
organized in form of protocols , interpretation algorithms and interaction
expectations . But even such implicit models often involve some necessary explicit
information. Addresses and capabilities  of other agents for example.
The MACE system (described in GBH86) for example provides an associative database,
that allows an agent to retrieve knowledge about others via agents, via tasks, goals, plans,
skills or organizational roles. If the agent wants to know what capabilities a specific agent
has, it can use the agents name as a search key, but if it is looking for a contractor with a
special capability, a query with that capability as search key will provide all relevant
agents for its demand.
Propositional models, though not mature for practical systems, will represent models of
other agents and introspective models as logical formulas  and axioms . Specialized
reasoning rules tailored for example to introspective reasoning or encoding some
heuristics could be provided.
8. Disparities and Conflict Resolution
The reason of conflicts is laid in the necessity to represent at least parts of the world.
h This objectivation involves abstraction and introduces incompleteness and thus
uncertainty  about the real world objects, which includes the other agents and their
internal states.
If all agents would represent the same part of a problem domain, use the same
representation and draw the same reasoning steps based on the same interpretation, then
all agents would do identically the same. So there must be some disparities  between the
agents for a useful work, but these disparities also may cause conflicts between the agents.
The problem is to manage these disparities of knowledge and representation, i.e. to
resolve the occurring conflicts by appropriate methods.
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Common representations and standard communication protocols are designed into the
most existing DAI systems, but this does not solve the whole problem. The following
forms of interagent disparities in agents' knowledge bases can occur:
incomplete beliefs: Different agents' knowledge bases contain different beliefs. In
many DAI systems, each node only has a partial view of the
scene, like in the DVMT and the ATC system for example.
Incomplete beliefs of this sort are normal and the solution is
found by aligning the different knowledge bases by an
exchange of knowledge of several abstraction levels towards a
globally complete and consistent solution.
logical inconsistence: One step worse than incomplete beliefs is the contradiction of
the beliefs of one agent with the beliefs of another agent. This
cannot be cured by pure exchange of knowledge, but one
agent has to persuade the other agent by a prefixed priority, by
argumentation and justifications of its beliefs or by invoking a
higher level conflict resolution mechanism.
confidence inconsistence: Similar knowledge is represented in different agents at
different confidence levels.
incompatibility: Different agents use different forms of representation for their
knowledge. Usually the system designers will install a common
or easily translatable knowledge representation in the agents.
But if we want to build a multi-agent system from several
existing stand alone systems, expert systems for example like in
the ARCHON-project (cf. (Wit90)), we have to face this
problem.
h It has been argued, that in all large scale distributed systems we'll find inherent
inconsistencies  and that therefore it is sufficient to keep the nodes' knowledge
bases locally consistent.
The overall goal - to say this clear - cannot be to design a DAI system with no disparities
and conflicts at all. On the contrary,
h many researchers have pointed out the healthiness of duplicated, variant, different
and even conflicting activities.
To reconcile the disparities and conflicts is often the kernel of the work of finding a
solution. In the ATC system alternative solution plans generated by the different nodes
are merged together to produce an overall plan. Also in the DVMT partial global
plans  are merged together and in the functional accurate/cooperative behaviour
proposed in (LC81), the process of finding a solution depends also heavily on the variety
of partial solutions and the dying out of mutually inconsistent solution parts.
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Using the scientific community as a metaphor for the organization of problem solvers in a
MAS, we could draw the conclusion, that
h progress evolves out of a set of conflicting explanations of phenomena.
A special kind of natural-selection mechanism of theories evaluates the most explanative
theory. Dawkins (Daw76) shows surprisingly close analogies between the evolution of
genes and memes as he calls the “units of replication” in our brains.4
Kornfeld and Hewitt (KH81) try to formalize the scientific community metaphor by
suggesting three types of agents, proposers , proponents  and sceptics , which
exchange two types of messages: Conjectures, that account for observations and
refutations , that undermine conjectures.
An appropriate handling of agent disparities requires the recognition and representation
of disparities and therefore the representation of other agents beliefs, plans and goals.
The last subsection already presented the problems of modelling other agents. We want to
complete those considerations only by two more hints to the literature:
Bruce and Newman (BN78) tackle the problem of common beliefs by the
introduction of a mutual belief space  mechanism. They divide the beliefs
of each agent into two parts, those, that are held commonly (mutual belief
space) and those that are incomplete and disparate for different agents. This
method avoids an explicit representation of nested beliefs, because the mutual
belief space is shared by all agents and all agents know this. The mutual belief
space is also useful to represent all active beliefs during a certain cooperative
interactive phase of processing to improve cooperation without extensive
transmission of messages.
Halpern and Moses (HM84) analyze the problem of common knowledge from a
theoretical viewpoint and proof, that common knowledge is impossible to
achieve without the guarantee of message arrival with a finite time delay.
In principle a method can be based on power, which means that one agent dominates
another, or on mutual agreed conflict-resolution strategies , which can be based on
conventions about priorities or on specific mediation procedures. In the following we will
present some possible conflict and disparity resolution strategies according to (BG88):
Conflict Resolution Strategies
Abstraction of common frameworks: Disparities in representation are often caused
by different levels of description. Adding details by elaboration  or
4This reference deals with biological evolution, not with DAI. Nevertheless, besides the cited analogy,
Dawkins also presents some very interesting results of applying the framework of mathematical game
theory to the evolution of behavior patterns in animal populations.
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removing them by abstraction could be one way to realign disparate
representations. Translation of different representations into a common
one or a common language could also make different representations
compatible. The common framework as the basis for this process could
be realized in form of a homogeneous agent structure like in (Len75) or
as an abstract protocol like the Contract Net protocol.
Achievement of common knowledge by integration: If conflicts are based on
incomplete knowledge, agents could complete their knowledge by
communication  with other agents, that have this knowledge or by using
their own reasoning or perception capabilities to gain this knowledge.
This presumes common compatible representations and mechanisms for
adding and incorporating the new knowledge, which may include
consistency-checking.
Assumption surfacing: This strategy assumes, that agents keep knowledge about the
supporting assumptions of their beliefs, e.g. by using a truth
maintenance system. If disparities between the agents' knowledge occur,
they are reconciled by backtracking through the assumptions  to discover
the root of the disparities.
Authority and knowledge mediation: Higher level knowledge is accompanied with
authority to resolve conflicts ( by mediation). This can be centralized  as
in the HEARSAY-II system, where it is encoded in the heuristics of the
blackboard scheduler, or can be decentralized as in the ATC system,
where each node rates its goals according to conventionalized priority
rules. Here these rules encode the higher level knowledge.
Constraint relaxation: If the problem is formulated with constraints, a relaxation of
constraints may be helpful for a reconciliation of conflicts. A priority of
constraints is required such that weak constraints can be relaxed first.
Evidential reasoning: Evidential reasoning in the context of justifying conclusions of
knowledge-based systems is a well known concept in AI. It could also be
tailored to DAI. Lesser's and Corkill's functionally accurate/cooperative
processing (LC81) uses evidences to strengthen the most favorable
hypotheses and to converge to a consistent solution, while less favorable
and mutually conflicting hypotheses die out.
Goal priorities: Associating priorities to goals allows reasoning about the effect of
choices in resolving disparities. Which disparities are important enough
to be solved? This mechanism can be found in the DVMT and in
blackboard systems to make decisions about the scheduling of
knowledge sources. In typical rule-based systems this is called conflict
resolution mechanism .
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Negotiation: Is used to exchange information and to resolve conflicts. A negotiation is
held in a context about a set of (disparate) goals , involves some
information  and knowledge and is executed according to some rules
encoded in a language  or a protocol.  Ideally a negotiation protocol
should provide the capability to shift the level from the object-level to
some meta-level topic like the agent's interaction and their roles within
the negotiation. All the other presented strategies for conflict resolution
may be applied within the negotiation. Flexibility is one of the major
requirements, that a negotiation framework must meet. The Contract
Net protocol for example as a framework for negotiated task allocation
is relatively weak, because it provides only a very fixed frame for the
negotiation. No mechanisms of compromising, of judging credibilities ,
weighing priorities  or persuasion by argumentation  are supported.
Alternative representations: Modifying or changing the representation can help to
“see the problem in a different way”, which may help reconciling
conflicts. This can be done by adding new knowledge, by translating
into another representational scheme or even by simply changing the
sequence of the goals to explore.
Standardization: Analogies and similarities in the occurring conflicts and the
mechanisms, that successfully resolve them, may lead to a
standardization of these mechanisms. This could be done by installing
default behaviors for specific problem classes or adaptively refining
numerical values which may represent evidences or priorities.
Standardization can be designed into the system or may be learned by
the system over time if appropriate learning capabilities are provided.
9. Conclusions
One of our goals was to develop a morphological box , that captures all possible forms and
combinations of MAS. A morphological box describes a thing (e.g. a chronometer) along
several attribute-dimensions (e.g. display-type, propulsion, size ...), such that each
attribute can take several values (e.g. propulsion by battery, by a spring, by weights ...).
If this description is complete, the combination of all values of the attributes comprise all
possible types of the thing. Also conflictual combinations ( e.g. propulsion with weight in
a wrist watch sized chronometer ) are captured in the box and must be ruled out by
common sense considerations. The following figure presents an attempt of a
morphological box for DAI-systems. It is not complete and in some way more a collection
of catchwords, because the technique of the morphological box fits better to technical
devices than to research areas. Nevertheless, it summarizes our work and may help to
gain an overview of the current DAI research area:
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Task of this report was to gain an overview of the comparatively new research area of
DAI. Till today there is no homogeneous textbook, but there are a few books, which are
collections and presentations of prominent and influencing research papers  ( e.g. (BG88)
(Huh87) (GH88)). Another source of material are proceedings of workshops and
conferences about that topic ( e.g. (DM90) (DM91)). The problem with the most research
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papers is, that they present isolated approaches to specific problems. So the current DAI
research area appears to be like an archipelago: It is necessary to make the sea level sink
to see a coherent landscape of DAI.
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